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By Dale Lazarov

Sticky Graphic Novels Mrz 2016, 2016. Buch. Book Condition: Neu. 241x180x17 mm. Neuware - Sticky
is the groundbreaking collection of characater-based, sex-positive tales of man-on-man carnality
and sweetness written by Dale Lazarov and drawn by Steve MacIsaac - now in its 10th anniversary
of publication! TimeOut Chicago says 'carnality and sweetness is the exactly the right combination
that makes 'Sticky' a real standout in the genre. Readers will find the material is both erotically
charged and unabashedly romantic.' Pop Matters notes that 'by abandoning political screeds or
stories about shame, secrets, family acceptance, and all the other storylines that are used over and
over again, 'Sticky' makes a powerful political statement: this is normal.' 'Sticky' features several
erotic comic stories that, while incredibly hot and masculine, show how gay men not only just hook
up: they connect. In 'Hold On', a casual street fair hook up between two hot guys turns into an
extended challenge to see how far they can go while delaying orgasm. And they go pretty far! 'Talk
Show Queers' looks into what happens to the gorgeous gay rodeo star after he's been brutally
dumped by a boyfriend who declares himself straight in front of a talk...
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ReviewsReviews

This published publication is wonderful. Of course, it is actually engage in, still an interesting and amazing literature. It is extremely di icult to leave it
before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- V ickie Wolff-- V ickie Wolff

Extremely helpful to all class of individuals. It really is writter in straightforward terms instead of di icult to understand. I am just happy to explain how this
is the finest publication i have got read inside my own lifestyle and might be he very best ebook for possibly.
-- Dr . Meta  Sm ith-- Dr . Meta  Sm ith
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